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Introduction

Efficiency notion represents the principal component of a firm’s performance. In fact, the financial service field has currently been subject of exhaustive research works especially over the previous decade. These studies have been predominantly centered on the developed countries cases (USA, France, UK, Italy, etc). Indeed, two research lines have concerned, mainly, the banking industry and the insurance industry (see, for instance, Cummins and Weiss (1993), Berger et al (1997) and Luhnen and Eling (2010) for a survey of these investigations). Still, the most part of this area related efficiency empirical research has thoroughly been dealt with the banking sector, even though insurance turns out, nowadays, to be even more promising. However, most of these studies are based on a sample of US and European insurance
companies with a limited number being interested in studying the developing countries’ case (see Luhnen and Eling (2010)). Hence, the purpose of the present paper lies in providing an evaluation of the productive efficiency performance for the Tunisian insurance industry during the decade 2000-2010.

It is worth noting that, as is the case with the developing countries, the insurance industry enjoys a paramount importance in Tunisia, for a number of reasons, namely, (i) it helps the private sector as well as households cover risks and protect themselves from potential losses due, mainly, to damages or accidents; moreover (ii) it could well mobilize long term savings and provide assistance to the banking sector in this regard. Hence, this sector’s efficiency proves to be critically important
owing to the fact that the higher its efficiency is, the faster the country’s financial and economic development will be.

It is also worth noting that Tunisia has launched its membership in the WTO as part of a vast liberalization program; thus, proportionately engaging its industrial, commercial and financial sectors at different levels. Actually, this treaty might well initially affect the banking sector, followed by the insurance sector in a second place. Consequently, Tunisian banks have been enticed to undertake a promotional rehabilitation plan, whereby to sustain themselves to keep up with the new liberalization scheme. Hence, insurance firms will probably be in competition with local banks and foreign banks in a first step, as these banks keep coming up with new products such as life insurance. In a second step, local insurance companies will be obliged to engage into competition
with foreign insurance companies. Indeed, companies with low productivity levels would be the most affected and vulnerable to endure a rather heavy pressure. They will bear a competitive disadvantage once the industry is open to foreign competitors. Thus, assessing the industry efficiency and its major pertinent features ahead of this liberalization program can be of valuable guidance to the authorities to reach an appropriate economic policy.

Noteworthy, also, an improvement in the industry’s technical efficiency would consequently be of great interest to the customers as well. In this respect, we may consider it particularly useful that some technical efficiency measures should be pursued by the Tunisian insurance companies, as provided in the light of this modest work, through which a short
panel data relevant to 13 companies observed over an 11 year period. As a matter of fact, these companies sound to be well representative of the sector given the fact that they enjoy more than 90% of the market share in terms of premiums or claims.

Besides, technical efficiency estimation regarding the panel data framework entails pursuing certain special structure to be undertaken to highlight technical efficiency evolution. So, the relevant perspective results might well prove to be sensitive to such assumptions. In fact, most of the literature proposed models are not nested, which makes specification tests on the best model to fit the data for time-variant technical efficiency not permitted. Accordingly, the results and conclusions on technical efficiency trends could be different for any particular application. Indeed, there exists a wide range of models, fit for dealing with technical
efficiency variability, among which one can distinguish between two particular specifications: the parametric model and the non-parametric model as the DEA window model. We prefer to use the DEA window model. The latter helps confirm that technical efficiency is time-variant. Moreover, to check the robustness, the so-called “parametric window” analysis has been proposed to estimate a parametric frontier model for the same windows used in the non-parametric DEA model. Noteworthy, also, the second part of this work provides a detailed examination of the already achieved time-variant efficiency scores via parametric and non-parametric DEA window framework, using for instance, such procedures as the organizational form, a distribution mode, ownership structures etc. In this respect, a special distinction has been established between two explanatory variable-blocks: those which are under the insurer’s control and the regulatory and
market associated ones. Moreover, we have made appeal to the Coelli et al. (1999) advanced method, for the purpose of predicting the most inefficient firms’ technical efficiency on adjusting the variables put under their proper control. The adjustment will be based on the same controlled variables’ respective level, as applied by the most efficient companies’ subject of the sample.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 depicts a brief overview of the Tunisian insurance industry pertinent features. As for the applied methodology, it makes subject of section 3, while the achieved empirical findings and results are dealt with and discussed in section 4. Finally, the reached conclusions and possible extensions are presented in section 5.
The Tunisian Insurance Industry: A brief overview

As it is the case with the majority of the developing countries, the Tunisian insurance sector is characterized by certain limitations marking the scope of its activities. Indeed, and in respect of other developing countries, this industry is characterized mainly by some restrictive regulatory rules imposed by the authorities: a very concentrated market, very limited life insurance activities, and a low level of total premium on GDP, (1.6% in 2000 and 1.8 in 2010). As a matter of fact, these factors constitute the main elements leading to an inefficient industry. In this respect, Vittas (1996) along with Jouini’s (2003) published works contain a through description of the Tunisian insurance industry. Even though, no technical, cost or profit measures have been included in those studies.
It is worth highlighting that this industry involves 22 companies among which 12 enjoy diversified activities and four are specialized in life-insurance activities. As for the other operators, they are three specialized companies, (one in reinsurance, one in credit insurance, and the other in export insurance), and three Takaful specialized insurances. There also exist four off-shore companies operating with non-residents.

As regards the present work, our sample selection is limited to just 13 companies. These companies represent actually the real actors in the Tunisian market, enjoying more than 90% of the total premiums and claims. Hence, The Tunisian insurance market is highly concentrated; the Herfindahl index based on claims is equal to 1920 during the 2000-2010 denoting a very high concentration level, the index is discovered to be stable,
1950 in 2000-2001, and 1910 in 2009-2010. This index stability, noticed over the decade, suggests that the Tunisian insurance market was remarkably non contestable. In fact, the Tunisian insurance industry is rather close to an oligopoly, since very few companies enjoy more than 50% of the market share. In addition, the market structure is marked by the predominance of private ownership: There are two public companies owning 19.8% of the market share in 2010, 4 mutual companies owning 19.1% and more than 60% of the market is controlled by 12 private joint-stock companies. Overall, more than 90% of the companies’ activities are concentrated in property liability insurance, while life insurance is poorly developed, making up less than 10% of their operations in 2010.
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Thus, one might well deduce that lack of a real competitive pressure, typically characterizing this sector, has resulted from highly dispersed average costs, as expressed by figure 1. Indeed, average costs, as calculated by the ratio of total cost to total assets over the entire period studied, appear to be very stable reaching a threshold of 0.9% in 2000 and 0.8% in 2010. Yet, one might well notice the prevalence of large scale remarkable dispersion among companies subject of study. This finding actually reveals that some companies do appear to control their average costs more effectively than others. This fact might well have its explanation in the difference apparent in cost efficiency. Still, due to the absence of enough available information on input prices, our analysis will be exclusively focused on technical efficiency.
Methodology

It is worth mentioning that for an effective technical efficiency empirical measurement to take place, via panel data sample framework, a special frontier construction approach needs to be opted for, i.e. either a parametric frontier model or a non-parametric one. Regarding the first model case, several choices are available and might be considered in terms of parametric form likely to help assess technical inefficiency evolution over time. As for the second model, such assumptions are not required, and it is actually this second type which will constitute the subject of study in the present work.
The non-parametric DEA model is considered as a frequently applied framework whereby technical efficiency can be estimated. The main advantage attached to this method lies in the fact that it does not require specifying the technology by a specific functional form. Most often, this method is usually applied for the sake of investigating cross sectional data, under static conditions. Noteworthy, if the number of DMUs is important in the cross sections, it becomes possible to run a DEA model to get a special TE measure corresponding to each unit, and then examine the TE evolution concerning each single firm over the entire period.
Regarding panel data, the DEA window method stands as another alternative whereby to take account of the data contained TE components’ dynamics. The idea of the DEA window method serves to form windows through the merger of successive cross sections. Hence, if, for instance, \( p \) is the window length \(^1\) \((p \leq T)\), the first window \( W_1 \) is formed by the \( p \) first cross sections and observed for the years \( 1,2,\ldots, p \); the second window \( W_2 \) is formed by a second set of cross sections, observed for years \( 2,3,\ldots, p+1 \), and so on and so forth. The process is kept on till reaching the last time period \( T \). Thus, the ultimate window turns out to be composed of the \( T-p, T-p+1,\ldots, T \) cross sections. In sum, after the window length is fixed, one turns to consider the successive cross-sections’ series while applying the DEA models on them. In this way, every firm or DMU is compared not only to its proper \( p \)
realizations, but also to the other DMUs’ achievements, and all of them are actively shifting over time. Thus, for a sample of producers using $K$ inputs and producing $M$ outputs, the output-oriented Window DEA model would constitute a fit solution to the following linear programming problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max} & \quad \theta^W_j \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \theta_j, \lambda_j^W \leq 0, \\
X_j^W & \lambda_j^W \leq x_j^W \\
\theta_j^W y_i^W & \leq \lambda_j^W Y_j^W \\
\lambda_j^W & \geq 0, \quad J' \lambda_j^W = 1
\end{align*}
\]
Where $X^{W_j}$ is K by Np the input matrix in the window $W_j$ with columns $x_{i}^{W_j}$ (with index i denoting the window related observation). $Y^{W_j}$ is M by Np matrix of outputs with columns $y_{i}^{W_j}$. $\lambda^{W_j}$ is Np by one intensity vector, and J is a vector of ones.

This program has to be solved for each window DMU, so that the technical efficiency scores pertaining to each DMU can be obtained. Regarding any particular DMU, its average efficiency score could be assessed on a yearly basis for the sake of deducing the technical efficiency evolution process.
Actually, this method has the advantage of making the evolution free from any parametric formulation for the inefficiency components in the model, which is not the case for the parametric frontier models. Still, the DEA window model exhibits the same limits as the DEA model, as the data innate noise is often not considered. As a result, one may apply a parametric frontier model to the windows’ model defined earlier, in such a way as a “parametric window frontier model” can be attained. In this respect, two frontier types can be depicted, namely, a deterministic frontier if noise in the windows’ frontier specification has not been considered, or else, a stochastic frontier once noise is added to the model. In both cases, one may well take the advantage of the DEA window method as no parametric form needs to be imposed on the TE components’ evolution. Besides, a symmetric error term can also be
introduced in the parametric frontier specification while constructing a stochastic frontier on the parametric DEA window, thus, extending the DEA window model. In a last stage, the achieved results can be compared to the different literature-advanced methods for the purpose of identifying the most appropriate specification fit for TE evolution corresponding to the data available.

**The Two-stage Method**

It is worth mentioning that the frontier models’ major interest lies in allowing the TE measurement, corresponding to companies subject of the sample, to be derived. Once the relevant firm’s TE scores are attained, one might well ask about how differences among such scores can be interpreted. In this respect,
two major well-known methods are commonly applied to solve such a problem. The first method is known as the one-stage method, which enables to estimate the relevant frontier and provide pertinent explanation on efficiency component by means of variable sets (see Battese and Coelli (1993), Wang and Schmidt (2002), Johnson and Kuosmanen (2011)). The frontier is, then, estimated via the maximum likelihood method.

The main limit of this method is that any specification error in the explanation of TE components will systematically bias the parameters of the frontier itself. So, the derived TE scores could also be affected by such a bias. For this reason, some authors tend to prefer the two-stage method (see Cummins and Weiss (1999), Banker and Natarajan (2008), Kuosmanen and Johnson (2010) Simar and Wilson (2011)). According to this method, the frontier
is estimated on a first stage, while on a second stage the efficiency scores are regressed on a list of explanatory variables. This is the most commonly used method in the financial service efficiency literature. Besides, it has the advantage of being applicable to both the non-parametric as well as the parametric approaches.

Data and Results

The sample subject of our panel data is made up of 13 Tunisian insurance companies observed over the period ranging from 2000 to 2010. These companies, we consider, constitute a representative sample of the Tunisian insurance industry as they involve more than 90% of the market shares on claims or premiums. Indeed, we reckon that these companies, in their
entirety, share the same technology range, given the fact that we do not have enough specialized companies in order to estimate specific frontiers. The commonly used definition of outputs and inputs, as used in the empirical literature by Cummins and Weiss (2000), will actually be applied in this particular research.

In this context, every company is considered to use physical capital, financial capital as well as labor as inputs to produce a particular output. The physical capital is measured by total real estate, while the financial capital is measured by equity capital, and the labor input by the total number of employees per company. As for the Output, it is measured by means of total amount of premium\(^3\) earned by company. The choice of input and output is in line with the recently elaborated empirical literature dealing with the insurance field, (see Cummins and Weiss
(2000)) for output and input variable definition). All nominal data have been converted to real value by means of GNP deflator relevant to the year 2000, used as the basic referential year. In fact, the different time-varying technical efficiency models are estimated in this respect, namely, the earlier discussed ones. The idea lying behind this process consists in retrieving the best specification fit for our data set, since each model is based on some specific assumptions.

**The Window Analysis**

A special DEA window analysis is undertaken in this particular conduct. Such a method has the advantage of not imposing any parametric specification both for the frontier as well as the technical efficiency component’s temporal evolution. Indeed, this
analysis would serve to signal any particular trends or fluctuations remarkable in the technical efficiency scores without imposing any particular functional form on these fluctuations. So, the DEA model is performed on the entirety of companies via different-year-length, 2, 3, 4 and 5 lengths providing 10, 9, 8 and 7 window runs. Conclusions concerning the technical efficiency scores evolution per company are very close for any of the window lengths used. For this proper research, we retain the case of 3 years-length only.

The most interesting result is that technical efficiency by company turns out to be time-variant. Furthermore, every company seems to have its own evolution in terms of TE, as depicted in the company TE figures reported in the appendix. Furthermore, and for the sake of validating the robustness of our
attained results, a similar window analysis has been conducted and a Translog deterministic\textsuperscript{4} frontier has been estimated on each window in order to get the measurement of efficiency scores for each company in the window. This method has been thoroughly detailed in the previous section of this paper and dubbed parametric window method. Similarly, the same previously mentioned window lengths (3 year length) are used. In effect, the results achieved are very robust to the window length as it was obtained via the DEA window method.

The average TE score values’ evolution per company, appearing in the windows, is reported in the appendix figures. These figures confirm the previously reached conclusions highlighting that each company does have a proper TE evolution over time. Moreover, the superposition of the two TE scores’ evolution
achieved via both parametric Window and non-parametric Window models are quite close. Besides, the technical efficiency scores’ correlation rank obtained through these two methods is high (70%). Yet, the reached TE scores’ average values prove to differ quite largely: with non-parametric Window model providing higher TE average scores (86%, for the 3-year length non parametric window model, and 62%, for the 3-year length parametric window model).

The efficiency scores derived via the non-parametric window model are discovered to be greater than those stemming from the window parametric model. Such a result might well have its justification in the fact that, by construction, the DEA model helps rather identify much the efficient firms than does the parametric deterministic frontier model. Thus, each window’s
average efficiency scores in each window obtained via each method will be different. However, in comparing the average values, technical efficiency evolution over time suggests well a strong time-variability correlation as depicted in table 1 below. In addition, figure II in the appendix illustrates the technical efficiency scores temporal evolution as achieved through window models (both parametric and non parametric). The reached finding turns out to be very interesting for a number of reasons, mainly: (i) for the entirety of the studied companies, both methods exhibit a similar time-variability of technical efficiency scores, and (ii) it has also been revealed that technical efficiency variability over the investigated period does not prove to be the same for all companies. These conclusions are not conditioned by a specific functional form of technical efficiency variability.
The reached results suggest that the studied companies exhibit a specific time-variant technical efficiency component. This part of research is devoted to provide a special explanation of these TE differences. In this respect, two variable blocks can be distinguished; the first block is composed by all the variables which are under company’s control. Thirteen variables have been retained, among which are: Claims to premium ratio, reinsurance to premium ratio, and returns on total assets. Moreover, ratios reflecting every company’s output choice in terms of premium selection have also been considered. Besides, four proportions of direct insurance premiums to total premiums have been retained,
namely, motor premiums, fire premiums, life premiums and health premiums proportions. These variables should represent the company’s commercial strategy in terms of either customer selection or moral hazard reduction. Furthermore, the four last variables have been cross-sectioned to detect some sort of scope economies likely to help explain technical efficiency.

As for the second variables’ block, it includes all the institutional and environmental variables that are not under these companies’ control. In this respect, seven variables have been retained, namely: three organizational dummy variables (Public, Private and Mutual), return on equity ratio, solvency ratio, Herfindahl index based on premiums and company age. Hence, the following semi-logarithmic model has been estimated to explain the TE scores:
\[ \log(\hat{E}_{it}) = Z'_{it} \delta_0 + X'_{1it} \delta_1 + X'_{2it} \delta_2 + \varepsilon_{it} \quad (2) \]

Where: $Z_{it}'$ is the vector involving the variables not related to the companies control or to the factors dealing with environment. In this regard, two variables have been considered: the Herfindahl index as well as the company age. While the first variable serves to measure the competition level within the Tunisian insurance industry, the second variable is rather more connected with every firm’s proper history. $X_{1it}'$ is the vector that comprises the explanatory variables which are not under companies’ control, such as firm ownership structure: public, private and mutual, along with two extra variables which reflect the regulation imposed constraints aimed at protecting the insurance customers, more particularly, the equity to total premium ratio
and the solvency ratio (RATSOL). $X'_{2it}$ stands for the company control variables’ vector. In this respect, the following ratios have been retained: the claims paid to premium ratio (RATSIN), the reinsurance ratio (RATSREINS) and the return on total assets (RATROA). Concerning the first ratio, RATSIN, it serves to measure each company’s ability to control claim payments. As regards the second ratio, RATSREINS, it controls more the risk management of the companies. As for the third ratio, RATROA, it is conceived to relate the companies’ efficiency to their profitability. Besides, four ratios dealing with every company’s output choice in regard to proper premium selection have also been accounted for. Indeed, four proportions of direct insurance premiums to total premiums have been retained, namely: motor premiums (CARSHARE), fire premiums (FIRESHARE), life premiums (LIFESHARE) and health premiums
(HEALTHSHARE), (these variables should represent the company’s commercial strategy in terms of either customer’s selection or moral hazard reduction). To note, these four variables have also been cross sectioned in order to detect some sort of scope economies likely to help explain TE. In fact, most of these variables have been frequently applied in the empirical literature for the sake of explaining insurance companies’ efficiency, mainly, Cummins and Weiss. (2000), Mahlberg and Url (2003), Yao and al (2007), Barros and al (2010). Noteworthy, however, none of these studies has undertaken the decomposition of TE into both controlled and non-controlled effects.

In addition, an error term $\varepsilon_{it}$ has been introduced so that any possible errors can be accounted for, since the endogenous
variable in the model is estimated and not observed. The estimation results are depicted in table 2 below.

Worth noting, the concentration index, HERFINDAHL, is positive and significant. In fact, a negative coefficient has been expected, since a less concentrated market means more competition which would increase the companies’ TE. In our case, a positive coefficient would indicate that a more concentrated market helps further enhance companies’ TE should they enjoy some market power. As for the AGE variable, it is not significant suggesting that new companies’ introduction should not represent a disadvantage in terms of TE with respect to already operating firms.
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On a first examination of the variables outside company control, just very few among them seem to be significant. The dummy variables’ associated coefficients: public, mutual and private statues are not statistically significant, denoting that ownership structure, public versus private or mutual, has no impact on technical efficiency. Yet, the equity ratio RATEQU turns out to be positive and significant, while the solvency ratio RATSOL proves to be positive and non-significant. In effect, the Tunisian regulating authority imposes a fixed threshold of solvency ratio (20%) for the sake of protecting the insured against any potential claims.

Several under-company control variables turn out to be significant. RATSIN is positive and significant, highlighting that an improvement in claims payment by companies would
remarkably result in a remarkable increase in efficiency. Concerning, the reinsurance RATREINS and profitability RATROA ratios, they appear to be non-significant. Besides, the majority of variables describing the TE relevant output composition prove to be significant (at both 5% and 10% levels). The motor premium to total premium has had a negative impact on TE. This result might well be justified by the motor premium decreased level due to low prices’ level. As a matter of fact, the motor premium amount is fixed by the concerned authorities, thus making premiums increase without any consideration of cost increases. Nevertheless, other studies have indicated that the motor premium prices are regulated, engendering several companies’ deficit (Jouini (2003)). The fire premiums’ share has had a negative impact on these companies TE, owing mainly to the same cited reasons. In regard to life and health premium
products, ratios have been discovered to have a significantly positive effect on firms’ TE. This result suggests that the Tunisian insurance companies need to develop these two products for an effective improvement of their TE. This result corroborates some specialists’ findings, worth mentioning among them are Jouini (1999) and Vittas (1996) who have focused on the low level of life insurance in Tunisia, as a major cause of their inefficiency.

Coelli et al. (1999) have proposed a method whereby TE adjusted-measure can be assessed specially for the case in which companies operate within a different environment. This methodology sounds very interesting with regard to our study case, in so far as our proper explanatory variables are decomposed into three blocks. Hence, it would seem interesting to re-evaluate the efficiency scores of the most inefficient
companies on applying the most efficient companies’ favourable variables under control, or when operating in the convenient and profitable environment. In this respect, and as indicated on table 2, CARSHARE, FIRESHARE etc. appear to be the variables that represent the firms’ commercial strategy in terms of customer selection. So, the most efficient of these companies are expected to be applying the best choice. Consequently, it will be interesting for the inefficient companies to re-evaluate their TE by adjusting these controlled variables with reference to the sample’s most efficient companies. As such a measure might well sound to be sensitive to any particular firm, a more flexible adjusted measure has been considered with respect to the first quartile of the sample’s most efficient companies. Coelli et al. (1999) consider that the variables retained to explain inefficiency variation do affect the random variable truncated distribution mean standing
for technical inefficiency in the frontier specification. Their method has been adapted to our study case in the following way:

- The Tunisian insurance industry technology is represented via a translog stochastic model, in which the inefficiency terms $u_{it}$ are referred to by a truncated normal model with a mean
  \[ m_{it} = Z_{it}' \delta_0 + X_{1it}' \delta_1 + X_{2it}' \delta_2, \]
  where $X_{1it}$ and $X_{2it}$ designate both variables’ blocks defined earlier, while $Z_{it}'$ designates all the other variables. These variables have been defined earlier.

- The frontier parameters are estimated via maximum likelihood method, while the individual TE scores are obtained via conditional method.
The truncated distribution mean estimate is already decomposed into two parts: $X_{1it}' \hat{\delta}_1$, which represent the environment stemming variables’ contribution, and $X_{2it}' \hat{\delta}_2$, which denotes the controlled variables’ effect as derived by companies. To adjust the TE measure, the first quartile of $X_{1it}' \hat{\delta}_1$, noted $q_1(X_{1it}' \hat{\delta}_1)$, is taken for the outside-company control variables’ block. Yet, once the measure is considered by adjusting the first quartile of $X_{2it}' \hat{\delta}_2$, noted $q_1(X_{2it}' \hat{\delta}_2)$, an adjusted measure for controlled effects will be achieved.
The efficiency scores are then recalculated for the most inefficient companies via conditional method after adjusting the truncated distribution mean value by
\[ m_{1it}^{uc} = Z_{it} \hat{\delta}_0 + q_1(X_{1it} \hat{\delta}_1) + X_{2it} \hat{\delta}_2. \]
Afterwards, inefficiency is adjusted to the most favourable environment and
\[ m_{1it}^{uc} = Z_{it} \hat{\delta}_0 + X_{1it} \hat{\delta}_1 + q_1(X_{2it} \hat{\delta}_2) \]
to the most favourable variables under companies’ control.

Thus, comparing TE adjusted and unadjusted levels by separating both controlled and uncontrolled variables would be of great interest in so far as economic policy is concerned. Such a procedure would help indicate the extent to which inefficiency might be promoted. Should TE adjusted controlled variable be more important than the environmental adjusted measure, this would mean that most of insurance industry attached inefficiency
turns out to be inherent within the companies themselves. Inversely, however, it would turn out to be rather related to the regulator.

Table 3 below illustrates the efficiency scores estimates reached before and after the controlled and uncontrolled variables’ adjustment.
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As can be noted, these results reveal that the most inefficient companies exhibit an inefficient score of a rate of 51.75% should they adjust by adopting the strategy proper to the sample’s most efficient companies. The latter’s estimated TE would reach 60.60%, thus, their relevant TE would be increased by roughly
9%. Still, their adjustment efficiency score within the most favorable environment would be 79%. This finding highlights that the most inefficient companies’ TE would increase much more by a proportion of no less than 27% in average through variables lying out of the companies’ control. In fact, any effort made by the regulator to relax the companies’ ownership status, solvency ratio or equity ratio would certainly help this industry improve its productivity.

**Conclusion**

The present study falls under the pioneering original evaluative studies dedicated to investigating the technical efficiency of the Tunisian insurance industry. It is, actually, focused on estimating technical efficiency relevant to this industry by means of panel
data. In this regard, two proposed efficiency trend-analysis models have been compared within a temporal panel data framework, namely, the parametric and non-parametric DEA window. The latter do not entail imposing any functional form for the TE component evolution over time. Based on the non-parametric model, it has been demonstrated that technical efficiency is time-variant and every company has its own technical efficiency evolution over time. This finding seems to be robust enough if one considers a parametric frontier evaluation of the windows. Accordingly, this particular model turns out to yield a result that corresponds greatly with the non-parametric one.

In addition, the model has also been regressed in order to analyze and interpret the achieved technical efficiency scores. In this
respect, two variable blocks have been proposed, the first of which presents variables under full company control, and the second which are much under the regulators control. Finally, a TE adjustment measure relevant to the most inefficient companies has been put forward. Actually, it has been discovered that such firms are liable to improve their TE by almost 10% should they be in position to pursue the managerial strategy applied by the most efficient companies in the sample. This result underlines the fact that for the sake of modernizing this industry, a greater proportion of efforts to be made lie in the regulators’ hands. Ultimately, this work is liable to be extended in several ways. First, it would be interesting to extend the “window parametric” model proposed in order to estimate the Malmquist index and to decompose the productivity changes in this industry. Second, one may use models which are based on a parametric specification of
the production frontier to estimate TE, as, the Cornwell, Schmidt and Sickles (1990), Battese and Coelli (1992), Lee and Schmidt (1993), etc. Finally, should sufficient information be provided concerning input prices or outputs price, one would be able to estimate cost efficiency and profit efficiency.

Notes

1 The length of the window is 3 years.

2 For each window, we should get p different TE scores, since each single DMU related window successive observation is considered as if the DMUs are different.
There is a controversy in the empirical literature on whether the output produced by the insurance companies should better be measured by premiums or claims. In Tunisia, most of the companies reimburse claims to customers with long delays. So, the inputs used each year do not reflect the amount of claims of that year. For this reason the estimates of the production function were not all significant when we defined output by the amount of claims.

We use the deterministic specification in order to have the specification which is closer/the closest to the DEA model specification.
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